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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a new class of graphs named weakly diamond-Jree (WDF) graphs and 
we prove for it the strong perfect graph conjecture, by exhibiting a polynomial sequential 
(,)-coloring algorithm. This class contains chordal graphs and perfect line-graphs. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered here are finite, undirected without loops or multiple edges. 
A hole is a chordless cycle of length at least four and an antihole is the complementary 
graph of a hole. We say that G is a Berge graph if G contains neither odd hole, nor odd 
antihole. A graph is called perfect if, for each induced subgraph H, the chromatic 
number of H is equal to the maximum clique size o~(H) of H. The strong perfect graph 
conjecture (SPGC) due to Berge [2] says 'A graph is perfect if and only if it is a Berge 
graph'. This conjecture remains open today. However, it has been proved for several 
classes of graphs defined by forbidden subgraphs. 
Here, we introduce a new class of graphs called weakly diamond-free (WDF) 
graphs, where diamond means K4 minus an edge. A vertex v in a graph G = (V, E) is 
called a WDF vertex if its degree is at most 2co(G)-  1 and its neighbourhood in
G (denoted by N(v)) induces a diamond-free subgraph. Now, a graph G is called WDF 
if every induced subgraph of G has a WDF vertex. This class contains chordal graphs, 
and perfect line-graphs. 
We give a polynomial sequential algorithm for (J-coloring any WDF Berge graph 
of this class, proving by this way that SPGC holds for this class. 
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2. Main result 
For  X ~ V, the subgraph induced by X is denoted G[X] ,  the cardinality of X is 
[X]. A p-coloring of G = (V, E) is an onto mapping c : V ~ P = { 1 . . . . .  p} such that for 
any two adjacent vertices x, y in V we have c(x) ~ c(y). A p-coloring of G is thus 
a partit ion $1, . . . ,  Sp of independent sets where S~ = c -  ~(i) ~ 0. Given a p-coloring 
(p ~> 3) and a 3-subset {i, j, k} _ P, we call a triple (i, j, k) any triangle whose vertices 
are colored i, j, k. 
Our  main result is the following. 
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a diamond-free 9raph with co(G) <<. p - 1 (p ~ 3). I f  
there exists a p-colorin9 of G for which each possible triple exists, then I V[ > 2p - 1. 
Proof. We may suppose p/> 4, otherwise the theorem is vacuously true (since 
co(G) ~< 2). By contradiction, let G = (V, E) be a graph which satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 1, S1, . . . ,Sp be a p-coloring of G for which each triple exists, and 
[V[ ~<2p--  1. 
Claim. One and only one Si has cardinality 1 and [ V[ = 2p - 1 so that all others S k have 
cardinality 2. 
Proofi At least one S~ has cardinality 1, otherwise [V] = ~'=1 [S~[/> 2p. Let 
I={i[[Si] = 1}. Suppose [I[ ~>2; without loss of generality, we may suppose 
[$1[ = ]$2[ = 1 with u ~ S1, and v ~ $2; uv ~ E since any triple (1, 2, i) (i > 2) involves 
u, v. For  each i > 2, there exists xi ~ S~ such that G[u, v, xi] is a triple. But p ~> 4 
(p -2>~2)  so that for each pair {i , j}~_P\{1,2},  x ix j~E since otherwise 
G[u, v,x~, xj] is a diamond. Thus G[u, v, x3, x4 . . . . .  xp] is a clique of size p, a 
contradiction to co(G)~<p-1 .  So 2p-11>IV[ />1+2(p-1)=2p-1  then 
IvI  =2p-  1. [] 
We can now assume that [SI[ = 1 and [Si[ = 2 for i > 1. Let u be the unique vertex 
of $1, and let K be a largest clique of size k containing u. Since any triple involving 
color 1 exists, we have 3 ~< k ~< p - 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
the colors 1 . . . . .  k are used in K and for every 2 ~< i ~< k, we denote by Yl the unique 
element of Si\K. Observe that any vertex v with color j > k cannot be adjacent to 
two vertices of K, otherwise either K is not a largest clique containing u, or 
G[Kw {v}] contains a diamond. Thus for every i in {2 ....  , k}, the triples (1, k + 1, i), 
(1, k + 2, i) . . . . .  (1, p, i) must involve yi. Let Y = {Ya,Y3, ...,Yk}. We examine two 
exclusive cases: 
Case 1: The vertex u is adjacent o only one vertex v of S,+ 1. For  every i, 2 ~< i ~< k, 
G[u, v, y~] is the unique triple (1, k + 1, i). Since k 7> 3, either G[u, v, Yi, Yi] (i ¢ j )  is 
a diamond, or G[u, v, Y] is a greater clique (contradictions). 
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Case 2: The vertex u is adjacent o the two vertices vand v' Of Sk + 1 '  For 2 ~< i <~ k, if 
a triple (1, k + 1, i) involves v (respectively v') then v' (resp. v) is not adjacent to Yi 
(otherwise G[u, v, v', Yi] is a diamond). 
Thus Y is split into two disjoint parts Z and Z'  such that v is adjacent o all of Z and 
none ofZ ' ,  v' is adjacent o all of Z'  and none of Z. We may suppose that Z and Z' are 
not empty (otherwise we are like in case 1). Now, taking one color i (from a vertex 
in Z) and one color j (from a vertex in Z'), we have i ¢ j  with no triple (i,j, k + 1) 
(contradiction). [] 
3. Applications 
In this section, we use Theorem 1 to find a polynomial  sequential algorithm for 
to-coloring any WDF Berge graph, and we deduce that the SPGC holds for WDF 
graphs. 
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a WDF Berge graph and v be a WDF vertex of G where 
co(G) >>. 3. From each co(G)-coloring of G - v one can obtain in polynomial time an 
co(G)-coloring of G. 
For the proof  of Theorem 2, we need the following result of Tucker [-4]. 
Theorem 3 (Tucker [4]). There exists a polynomial time algorithm to color every 
K4-free Berge graph G with co(G) colors. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let v be a WDF vertex of G. We will simply write to for oJ(G). 
Consider any co-coloring Si (i = 1 . . . . .  co) of G - v. Thus G[N(v)]  has a co-coloring 
(Sic~N(v)). Since ]N(v)l -%< 20) - 1, from Theorem l, in this coloring one triple at least 
(for instance 1, 2, 3) is absent. This means that G[S1 ~$2~$3~{v}]  is K~-free. So 
that, by Tucker's theorem we can recolor G [$1 w $2 w $3 u {v} ] in polynomial  time in 
three colors {1,2, 3}. [] 
In consequence, we have: 
Corollary 4. The SPGC holds for the class of WDF graphs. 
Also we show how the algorithmic proof  of the previous result suggests a combina- 
torial algorithm for co-coloring in polynomial  time any WDF Berge graph. 
First, search an elimination order v~, ..., v, of G, where each vi is a WDF vertex in 
the subgraph Gi induced by the vertices {vi,vi+l . . . . .  v,}. For every i = 1 . . . . .  n it is 
possible to determine in polynomial  time such a vertex v~ by taking the one of smallest 
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degree among all vertices v such that Gi[N(v i ) ]  is (K4 -- e)-free graph (complexity at 
most  0(//6)).  Secondly, we can compute co(Gi) for i = 1,. . . ,  n: it follows indeed from 
the paper of Tucker [3] that for any (K4 - e)-free Berge graph, all maximal cliques 
can be found in O(n 3) time. So, it is possible to determine the value co(G) in any 
WDF Berge graph G. Indeed, for any vertex v, in G~, we obviously have 
co(Gi) = max{co(Gi[N(vi)]) + 1, co(Gi+l) }. Now, vi is a vertex such that Gi[N(vi) ] is 
(K 4 -- e)-free Berge graph, so co(Gi [vi w N(v/)] can be computed using Tucker's result 
[3] in time O(n3). So, we can compute co(G) in time O(n4). Then, starting from the 
trivial coloring of G, and iteratively finding an optimal coloring for G~_I from an 
optimal coloring of G~ using the method of Theorem 2, this yields an O(n 6) algorithm 
for getting an co-coloring of G. 
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